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Galaxkey – Council Example

Use Cases

1. Use Galaxkey to retire other products, potentially saving huge revenue costs.
2. Protect sensitive data internally.
3. Communicate with residents, schools, third parties etc via secure email.
4. Conform to GDPR and avoid data breaches through mistakes etc.
5. Deliver class leading security internally which assures residents their data is safe 
6. Ensure day-to-day activities of the council and the associated organisations working with them are not adversely affected by the implemented security technology.

How Galaxkey Fits In

1. Galaxkey is four products in one providing, email and document encryption, email and document classification, digital (legal) document signing and collaborative workspaces. These can be 
leveraged internally across the council, allowing the removal of multiple costly products providing these services. By unifying these processes through Galaxkey there is potential to save large 
revenue costs and associated procurement negotiating time and effort by dealing with just one vendor.

2. Class leading National Cyber Security Centre certified protection. 
• Galaxkey Secure Documents will protect all sensitive documents on servers, laptops and other physical media. 
• Galaxkey Workspaces provide the ultimate in secure file storage and sharing, including the ability to collaboratively work on documents. No longer do documents need to be sent as 

email attachments back and forth between internal council users and third parties, simply use a workspace. Workspaces are Galaxkey encrypted, user permissions are granted by the 
council. Workspaces remove any worries regarding file sizes that attaching documents to emails bring and the third party does not need to download any software or hardware to 
participate in a workspace. 

• Galaxkey provides comprehensive auditing on all activities.

3. Galaxkey Secure Email protects end-to-end not just in transit. The ‘Invitation model’ allows others to use Galaxkey quickly and easily. When communicating on sensitive matters, it is crucial that 
those communications are secure. Galaxkey provides a large number of email features such as time-restricting, notifications (recorded delivery),  forwarding restrictions, digital signing and geo-
fencing to ensure data does not leave a network boundary.

4. Galaxkey Secure Email has numerous features to protect council employees from GDPR breaches such as:
• Expanding email addresses fully to ensure the correct recipients are chosen
• Checking the number of recipients in the CC line and warning of a possible data breach
• Revoking an email sent in error – instantly stopping the email from being read by recipients

1. By using Galaxkey, residents are assured of data privacy and security, Galaxkey contains no backdoors and allows a council to keep their private security keys in-house. While Galaxkey can be 
used as a cloud-based tool it can be configured to run completely in-house for the ultimate in data protection. 

2. Galaxkey installation is very quick. It is simple to use, all features are clear and user friendly. Galaxkey add-ins provide the perfect way to ensure Galaxkey is seamlessly incorporated into the 
working day. Third parties (schools, residents etc) can use the free copy of Galaxkey to send and reply to emails from the council as well as sign legal documents or participate sharing 
documents in a workspace.
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The dark blue boxes represent some council business units and external organisations / customers who interact with the council unit.

The Light blue boxes represent just some of the ways Galaxkey can be introduced into a council.

Galaxkey is ‘four-products-in-one’ providing secure emails and documents, classification, legal document signing and collaborative workspaces. This allows organisations to retire multiple software products and use Galaxkey instead 
saving large revenue costs in the process. Third parties can use the free version of Galaxkey to reply and send emails to the council, sign legal documents digitally and participate in workspaces.

Galaxkey provides security at a granular level, is NCSC certified and is the only software product to allow the council retention of their encryption keys – thereby putting the council completely in charge of their data.  
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